Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 2

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. to express an opposing point of view  
8. disprove  
10. foolish  
12. opposite of asleep  
15. dedicate  
17. longing for company  
18. try  
19. unable to speak  
20. to approve and make official  
22. to keep within limits  
23. bird and word, for example  
24. to create, especially music or poetry  
25. loyal  
26. to judge the value of  
27. scold

Down
2. to reach one’s goal  
3. depend  
4. to go beyond  
5. showing kindness and compassion  
6. mistreat  
7. opposite of anxious  
9. jewelry worn on the wrist  
11. of highest quality  
13. opposite of reveal  
14. ground  
15. conquer  
16. to erase or remove  
20. let go  
21. pardoned  
24. to try to persuade